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another question i have have for you is do i have to keep the iso file to burn the game again or can i delete the iso file and just use the image file that was made after i ran the iso through abgx360 i only ask because the iso
are like 5-8gb each and the image file is only kb and its taking up a lot of space on my hard drive. if anyone wants to download abgx360 you can go to > abgx360 lt 2 0??????? i'm not exactly sure how this would work, but i
had a friend who was running an xbox 360. she had an image file that she downloaded from the xbox website. she then ran the image file through abgx360 to verify it. then she burned the image file to a dvd-rw. after that,
she could copy the image file to her hard drive and play the game. i'm not exactly sure how that would work, but i'd love to know. if anyone has any experience with this, i'd love to hear from you. hello,i am having a
problem with abgx360, but i would like to ask for some help to resolve this. the problem is, i am having a hard time getting to the verification part of the tool. i have a dvd and i copied the contents of the disc to the hard
drive so that i can burn it. i ran abgx360 on the disc in order to verify the disc, but when i launch the software, i have no idea how to get to the verification part. i have done an extensive search on the internet for a step by
step guide, but i cannot find one. i tried the steps from the faq page, but it does not work for me. i would really appreciate some help, so if you know how to get to the verification part, i would really appreciate it.
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